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P-LINE

DOMESTIC DIMENSION,
PROFESSIONAL RELIABILITY
Perfect to be installed in small restaurant, camping, beauty
centre, hairdresser or barber shops,… the IMESA P-Line
assures high quality results and professional equipment
reliability maintaining the compact dimension of the domestic
equipment.
The washing machine LM 7 P and the tumble dryer ES 7 P
are both equipped with frontal and top panel in stainless steel
AISI 304: a smart and reliable structure!
Washing machine and tumble dryer were designed to be
complementary: the dryer can be installed next to the washing
machine or stacked on it.

Studied to last: a reliable structure and high quality components! We are proud of
our product reliability in which we trust so much to grant the best warranty condition:
24 MONTHS TOTAL WARRANTY!
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Great Performance

A lot of available programs on the washing machine and on
the tumble dryer. The list can be scrolled on the display, once
the wished program is displayed it is easy to start it pushing the
button.
Special washing machine drum structure to grant an efficient
washing cycle treating the linen with the maximum care.
Special linen movement thanks the drum angled edges
and the lifter action, the linen is always moved to the drum
central area.
Safe and uniform drying thanks to the particular linen
movement inside the drum an thanks to the residual humidity
control.
Easy-installation: washing machine and tumble dryer do not
need any particular device to be installed. Both the machines
are available in more versions to suit this equipment to any
installation.
Stackable: the dryer can be installed on the washing machine
to save room.

ERGONOMICS, SAFETY AND SAVING
WASHING MACHINE MOD. LM 7 P
FLEXIBILITY
Available in two versions, one equipped with drain pump
and one equipped with drain valve, the new LM 7 P
washing machine easily suit to any kind of installation.

TUMBLE DRYER MOD. ES 7 P
FLEXIBILITY
Available in two versions, one equipped with condenser and
one with external exhaust, the new ES 7 P tumble dryer
easily suit to any kind of installation.

RELIABILITY
It was designed thinking to a professional use, this washing
machine is able to run thousands cycles.

RELIABILITY
It was designed thinking to a professional use, the tumble
dryer drum, which is in stainless steel AISI 304, is supported
by two frontal bearing.

QUALITY
Washing high quality and
maximum care in the linen
treatment are granted by the
special drum structure: it is
divided into three areas, the
one in the centre with reduced
diameter hole for a gentle
cleaning, one area on the
front and one on the back
of the drum with larger holes to make easier the drain.
The lifters action, together with
the angled back edge of the
drum, help the linen to move
to the gentle area, so the linen
wear and tears is
reduced.

QUALITY
The
butterfly
system
maintains the linen in a
continuous movement, so
the linen is uniformly dried.
The residual humidity control
avoids an excessive drying of
the linen, which are treated
with the maximum care.

JUST A CLICK TO START THE PROGRAM!
Washing machine and tumble dryer are equipped with a very user friendly microprocessor!
PROGRAM CHOICE

ON/OF
QUICK PROGRAM SELECTION
On the washing machine and tumble
dryer more programs are available.
To see the programs list it is enough
to turn right or left the control panel
selector until the wished program is
displayed.
The last used program stays on the
display until a new one is selected.
ALL THE INFORMATION DIPLAYED
Program name, characteristics and
program remaining time are all
displayed.

DOOR OPENING

START/STOP
EASY PROGRAM START
Once the selected program is
displayed, push the apposite button
to start it. The same button pressed
for more then three seconds stops the
program.
WASHING
MACHINE
DOOR
OPENING
Once the program is ended, just push
the corresponding button to open the
door.
EASY COMUNICATION
Even if the control panel is very easy
and intuitive, the washing machine
and the tumble dryers can dialog in
12 different languages. The wished
language can be set at the installation.

TUMBLE DRYER: EASY ORDINARY
MAINTENANCE
The tumble dryer interacts with the
user to make easier the traditional
maintenance operation. Lint filter
cleaning request and full condenser
tank indication are notified on the
display.

IMESA:

WE ADD VALUE
TO YOUR JOB!

IMESA

P-LINE

LM 7 P
and ES 7 P are the answer to who needs a reliable and
professional equipment but not an industrial productivity.

P-LINE

Thanks to the versatility and thanks to its sturdy structure, the P-LINE
equipment is suitable for the MOP and industrial microfibre towel treatment or for
the installation in beauty centre, hairdresser and barber shop, wellness centre, etc.

WHY
RENOUNCING TO
PROFESSIONALISM?

The possibility to connect the washing machine and the tumble dryer to a
payment system makes them suitable for installation in small self service
laundry service like in student home, residence laundries, camping, etc.

MODEL LM 7 P
-

7 Kg/h
Top and frontal panel in stainless steel AISI 304
Side panels painted
Drum in stainless steel AISI 304
Removable lifter to make easier the cleaning
Connection to hot and cold water
Self cleaning detergent box
List with 8 programs, with possibility to create a personal programs list
G-Factor equal to 390 (55% residual humidity)
Spin speed equal to 1200 rpm

Model

Drain
system

LM 7 PEDP

Drain pump

LM 7 PEDV

Drain valve

Heating

Electric

Available in the Self Service version with mechanical or electronic Coin Box
Available in the 60 Hz version, suitable for installation on ship or marine platform

MODEL ES 7 P
-

7 Kg/h
Top and frontal panel in stainless steel AISI 304
Side panels painted
Drum in stainless steel AISI 304
Door with magnetic lock
Lint screen cleaning request displayed
Condenser full tank displayed (Mod. ES 7 PEC)
Suction fan easy to be cleaned (Mod. ES 7 PEE)
7 programs
End cycle signalized by buzzer
Residual humidity control

Model

Drain
system

ES 7 PEE

Condenser

ES 7 PEC

External Exhaust

Heating

Electric

Available in the Self Service version with mechanical or electronic Coin Box
Available in the 60 Hz version, suitable for installation on ship or marine platform

IMESA: A LIFE BY YOUR SIDE
IMESA is a leading company in the production of laundry equipment. We achieved this goal thanks to more than 40 years of total
commitment to the continuing challenges to satisfy the growing technological expectation of human beings and meetings changes
in lifestyle.
Innovation, quality, safety, versatility, service and reliability: IMESA success is based on this six concepts. Innovation in
technology and proposal. Quality guranteed by an UNI EN ISO 9001 certified production system. Safety of products certified by
qualified operational organisation in various part of the world. Versatility and flexibility which allows many possibilities of
customisation. Reliability thanks to the solid product structure.
Customer satisfaction is IMESA main achievement. Thanks to an international and professional net of distributor and to a well
trained service net, IMESA can assure a global service in Italy, in Europe and in all the world.
During the offer step, IMESA distributors offers a complete support in the correct equipment choice and complete the job with a
financial analysis of the investment as well as with the project.
IMESA can deliver in a very short time thanks to equipment stock in many countries: Italy, Spain, French, Portugal, Algeria,
Hungary, …
The wide service net can assure a quick technical assistance in case of necessity and the spare parts can be easily purchased
in IMESA official website.

+39 0421 468000
info@imesa.it - www.imesa.it

The manufacturer declines all responsibility for any inexactitudes contained in this catalogue. The manufacturer reserves the right to bring without warning any modifications he might believe necessary, without changing the essential characteristic of the product.
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